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Abstract: This study examines the effect of open source-based virtual laboratory module on students’ understanding of electronic industry concept. Module had previously built through the process research and development. A pre-test and post-test quasi-experimental design was used. Participants in the study were 68 students of vocational high school (36 in the experimental group and 32 in the control group). While the experimental group students were studying the concept of electronic industry, the same instruction was carried out with practical guide with the control group students. A 15 multiple choice concept of electronic industry achievement test and a 15 open ended item learning levels of electronic industry concept test were used as pre-test and post-test. The result of covariance analysis showed that the experimental group outperformed the control group not only in academic achievement but also in levels of learning electronic industry of concept.
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1. Introduction

As a result of dramatic changes in vocational education around the world, Indonesian Vocational High School Curricula have changed in the light of new mandates in 2013. Previous curricula were under the hegemony of a set of facts, formulas and procedures. Current curricula focus on the processes of exploration, communication and conceptualisation through the classroom activities rather than presenting a plethora of facts in traditional ways. The aim of the reform is to build a deep-rooted knowledge. In contrast with traditional classroom activities that emphasise repetition, practice, and other routinised means to reach some focused endpoint. Electronic industry concept instruction emphasises student engagement in situated electric problem-solving [1].

Recently, computer technology has emerged as a tool facilitating an important paradigm in the development of electronic industry curricula, suggesting its effectiveness for accomplishing new demands in vocational education [2,3]. Accordingly, the use of computers in electronic industry concepts instruction has become a basic element in the Indonesian educational system, not as a standalone resource but as an integral part of the teaching/learning environment. The use of open source based virtual laboratory module has been especially emphasised as an important catalyst for achieving desired objectives. Instructional materials delivered using multimedia devices (sound; images / graphics and animation) and learning software, such as Matlab, Electronic Workbench, LegoCAD, and Car Builder, Multisim, ETAB, PSIM, Macromedia Flash, Easy Java Simulations (Ejs ) which has been designed so that it looks virtually the learning activity, but the activity in the laboratory study appear to be actual [4]. The advantages of this study are; (1) can explain the concept properly, (2) there is no time limit on the use of (free to access), (3) be able to perform an interactive (simulation), (4) has the innovation and development with the use of less maintenance than the actual laboratory but have to use a supplement to the high quality of learning, (5) the risk of the use was small, (6) through the actual experience of the simulation method can perform an experiment with a scientific approach, (7) increase learning productivity with a relatively short time and high learning outcomes, (8 ) can be used to enable collaboration and (9) can be used in developing more specific abilities.

Virtual laboratory provides a framework of comparable scientific work and training directly, although it has a
different format to the actual circumstances but have the same experience and to help the students to acquire knowledge of concrete to abstract concepts through experimentation, and to increase interest and motivation students to learn. Virtual Laboratory (Virlab) is as an interactive object open source software that consists of heterogeneous formats and includes text, hypertext, sound, images, animation, video, and graphics are done in virtual form through a computer-based learning system. It is the potential to deliver significant improvements and more effective learning experience because it can facilitate the occurrence of deeper learning in model-based domain knowledge [5,6].

The development of computer simulation techniques are so advanced in a more effective and efficient so as to allow use in teaching the concept because, this teaching is good teaching techniques as a supplement. Time required is also frugal, interactive learning can also be created [7].

To motivate students to develop the knowledge, integrate information, improve transfer of learning, learning by involving the computer is better. Scientific thinking and critical thinking will wake up and this facility can help teachers in their role as facilitators. Students learn as a result of doing or experiencing an event that experience, and learning occurs because there is a mental activity involved with physical activity [8,9,10,11]. The use multisim in the development and implementation of electronic science laboratory learning and conventional learning experiments on lab experience that directly use the tool / actual materials in the laboratory as effective. This is evident from the results of student achievement [12, 13].

Because many electronic circuits are oriented to the output produced, so need to know quickly the results of its output. In addition, the analysis calculations require so much time and effort, and also very broad scope of electronic circuits and constantly changing according to the need for the desired state, then open source based virtual laboratory module is required by taking into account, namely (1) conceptual change, (2) development skills, (3) the depth of knowledge of the content (content area knowledge).

The software is developed in a joint effort, with no formal coordination, using the freely available source code, and distributed via the Internet and can always be modified so that it is more relevant to the needs of the students. The software can be used in the development of virtual learning laboratory significantly advantageous in terms of cost and pedagogy. The module is provided as a supplementary learning tool that is flexible and can improve learning outcomes [14, 15, 16].

Development of a software-based instructional media open source is done in four basic stages, namely: 1) planning, planning of data relating to the media based curriculum and instructional goals, 2) instructional design, planning is realized in draft form, 3) prototype, designed and then realized in the form of prototypes and 4) test, the prototype is tested, testing is done to test the reliability, validity and objectivity of media.

2. Methodology

This study was a qualitative research in which case study design was used. The reason for using case study method is that case studies enable the researcher in-depth and rich data collection [17,18,19]. The participants were 36 students enrolled in open source based virtual laboratory module related electronic industry in Vocational High School in North Sumatra Indonesia. About 44% of the participants are male and about 56% of the participants are female. The participants were selected according to the requirements of study [20] and they attend their courses through online. Education environment supported by online web conferencing solution. In related online learning environment, students could share their sounds and images by asking to speak with the permission of the instructor, and could communicate with each other and with the instructors in writing through chat box. In the list of participant, the students and the instructors who were present in the lesson at that moment were listed. In “Share” section in the environment, instructor could share digital objects (slides, animation, video, files, etc.), desktop and a screenshot of any application currently running and all students could see the current sharing simultaneously. Also, students could perform the same functions after the authorization of the instructor. More than one student could connect to system as voice and video and they could share.

In the study, the online electronic industry course participants enrolled was investigated. The online electronic industry courses were recorded and the shared materials were stored in the content management system. Course records and instructional materials were accessible to the students after the end of the courses in a few days. In the online electronic industry course, open source virtual laboratory module offered them to the online demonstration in online learning environment was used.

This study was taken a total of 16 weeks. In the online electronic industry course, the instructor did not use module by the time fourth week. Then, the instructor started using module in the 5th week and the participants in the 9th week of the study. All participants were allowed to use module. In accordance with the purpose of the study, an open-ended questionnaire was applied to the participants in the 4th week of the study. In the study, qualitative semi-structured interview form including 10 open ended questions was designed by the authors. The interviews were conducted face to face with seven participants and with 25 participants they were carried out in online media. According to [21], online interviews can performed synchronously through instant communication systems or asynchronously through e-mail. The online interviews were carried out using Skype and Adobe Connect online web conferencing media. The interviews were recorded digitally.
and transcribed by the authors. Researchers examined the records of the electronic industry courses in online education as well as semi-structured interviews and observed the participants during the study. Thus, it was aimed to ensure the data diversity and test the consistency of the data [22].

Data were analyzed using content analysis approach. First of all, the researchers transcribed recordings by converting into text data. The raw data were read three times to explore general sense of the data. Then, the researchers coded data separately and themes were determined. The researchers encoded data separately. Thus, the coder consistency was tested. Themes were re-visited and the data were interpreted. After data analysis process, the qualitative data obtained from interviews were sent to the participants in order to ensure member checking for establishing the study's credibility [23]. In order to determine the credibility and transferability of the study, unbiased and objective researcher observations were carried out, data were allowed to be checked by the participants and direct quotations from participants’ statements were taken. In order to ensure the trustworthiness of the study (consistency and verifiability), as it was stated by [24] and [25], triangulation was used by applying observation and interview methods together. Attention was paid to the co-observer consistency. However, the raw data were read to the researchers three times and records of data analysis process were kept.

In qualitative studies, the implementation of the code of ethics, privacy, and noting voluntary basis is very important [26, 27]. In this study, the participants took part in the study on a voluntary basis. As for the images used in this study, permission was obtained from both the participants and the related instructor. When they quoted from the participants’ opinions, names were kept confidential and encoded in the [K, number] form. During the interviews, the researchers behaved objectively, and avoided router attitudes and expressions towards participants. It was guaranteed to the participants that the data obtained during the study period were not be used excluded from the research.

3. Results

The results of the study were examined in two separate sections as before and after using module, to bring out the impact of using module on the students more clearly. In the semi-structured interviews, the students were asked open ended questions to state their general opinions about their 4-week online electronic industry course without using module, and their assessment about the course in the context of interaction, feedback and motivation. Analyzing the answers given by the students, it was stated that the findings before the use of virtual laboratory module were grouped into three themes as “the problems experienced in the course”, “alternative solutions” and “perceived constraints”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The problem experienced in the course</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>81.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display of electronic industry problem</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>53.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback problem</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative solution</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing knowledge by students</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The provision of assistance by the teacher</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived constraints</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of interest and motivation</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>53.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Interaction Feeling</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants frequently stated that they had difficulties in the process in which both they and the instructors did not use module. Most of the participants (81.3%) declared that they had problems in displaying the electronic industry scope problem in electronic industry courses in online education environment. “...we have difficulties in writing the symbols, formulas and signs not exist on the...”, “I had a problem in the expression of electronic symbols. For example, I couldn’t draw a symbol of triac and diae. “It is really hard to express the answer and solution of the question in writing in virtual media and it makes the solution nonsense”. In the observation of the electronic industry courses, it was seen that students tried to express themselves through “chat box” and they had difficulties in expressing electronic symbols.

Most of the participants (53.1 %) stated that feedbacks to the questions they asked to the instructor in the learning environment were insufficient and this constituted a barrier to understand the current topic: “We were asking what we couldn’t perceive in difficult problems to the teacher. It was likely that the teacher couldn’t understand where we asked. Because, we couldn’t see the operation steps.”. “we had problems while the teacher was explaining the misunderstood parts. I couldn’t get full answer for some of the questions. It seemed that there was a communication gap between us.”

Most of the participants expressed that they developed alternative solutions such as the provision of assistance by the teacher (59.4 %) and sharing knowledge by students (87.5 %) and they tried to apply these solutions when the problems arose in their courses to overcome the problems they had in electronic industry classes: “I had to ask certain question parts or points of what I couldn’t understand verbally connected to the system. It was time consuming but you now I had no choice.” and “I solved the asked question but how I would show it...then I opened module system. I solved it there. Both my friends and teacher saw it. Besides this I solved a problem on a paper and took the photo of it. I sent it to the teacher”.

For example, testing a circuit with a module, the lecturer given the related course allowed the other students simultaneously to see operation steps of the question asked at that moment and solved by a student. It was seen that alternative solutions stated by the participants were often used in researcher observations, also. For example; a
student connected to the learning environment from his house solved the electronic industry problem asked by the teacher on a paper, took the photo of the solution paper and using “Desktop Image Sharing” function of the system, he shared it on the media and told how he solved the problem verbally. Researcher in his observations concluded that the practices carried out by the students as alternative solutions were time wasting and decreased the control of the course.

As of the 5th week of the study, the instructor who gave electronic industry course through online education started using of virtual laboratory module. On the other hand, participants started using module in the 9th week. At the end of the study, 10 open ended questions; how virtual laboratory module in electronic industry classes in the current learning environment effects interest and motivation, interaction, instructor’s feedbacks, the course process, advantages and disadvantages of functions of virtual laboratory module were asked. When the gained qualitative data were analyzed, it was seen that the findings were grouped under three themes. The frequency and percentage values for the code and themes are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Findings Related to the Process of Using Module and Themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest of electronic industry Course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>43.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>65.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of Learning Environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student’s Role</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s Role</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to learning process of electronic industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representation of symbols and problem solving steps</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>81.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>43.7 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the interviews after the courses where virtual laboratory module used, the participants frequently emphasized that it had a significant contribution to the learning process. Especially, it was stated that it eased the presentation and feedback of process steps and electronic symbols, increased interaction. With the contribution of it, courses were more active, also. For example; three of the participants regarding to presentation of process steps and electronic symbols expressed their thoughts as follows; “I had wrote the answers of solved questions to the teacher. Unfortunately time was completed until we would write. But with virtual laboratory module, my teacher and friends could see my solution from beginning to end. They asked questions whenever they wanted”, “it couldn’t be understood exactly when the solution was told verbally but everybody could see it immediately when we used module. With module, it was very easy to project any electronic industry problem with its symbols and steps on a screen” and “as it was easy to draw symbols and expressions on a paper, I could express symbols that I couldn’t understand before step by step to my teacher”.

While two of the participants, regarding the feedback expressed their opinions as follows; “using virtual laboratory module, I could ask the misunderstood points neatly and I could get more clear answers from teacher. Mutual misunderstandings were removed.” and “…it could draw shapes. Thereby my teacher could not only understand the question I asked clearly and answer it without wasting time but also he could point out the errors I made in problem solving. This was the most important benefit for me. I could understand immediately too.” Another participant said that “…it created a better interaction between us and the teacher in lessons. I could understand the lessons better and communicate what I know comfortably. It was good”. It was mentioned that using virtual laboratory module in electronic industry courses increased students’ interests and participations. In researchers’ observations, also, it was seen that students’ participation level increased in online electronic industry courses in which module was used, students were more willingly to the course and asked more questions to the teacher, and sent less message about extracurricular topics. Most of the participants (65.6 %) expressed that the use of a virtual laboratory module increased the willingness and interest in online mathematics. “…virtual laboratory module increased interest towards the course fairly. It was both intriguing and very helpful indeed. I sometimes studied electronic industry over the nights. I was looking forward the following question to answer it promptly.” and “courses were more enjoyable. It was a different media and useful. I could say that my motivation increased. I thought my friends were so. Because we needed to show what we think comfortably. This module enabled it”. 43.7 % of the participants stated that the use of virtual laboratory module in related courses increased participation: “like all my friends, when compared the previous weeks, I started not to miss especially the electronic industry class. Because I began to like Electronic Industry Course. I meant that I studied more by means of this module.” And the “virtual laboratory digital provided students to participate in the course, be more active and follow the course”.

In the interviews, the participant expressed their opinions about comparison of electronic industry courses in online distance education and traditional face to face classroom environment in terms of student and teacher roles. Participants stated that online education students using virtual laboratory module were more advantageous compared to the students in formal education. It was emphasized that online education students were more advantageous as they connected to the learning environment with virtual laboratory could be seen both by students and by teacher simultaneously: “For example compared to the formal students, I could solve problems more comfortably and show them to my teacher and friends. I did not feel the pressure and anger while solving on the whiteboard in front of everybody. As to me, online
education students were more comfortable in this issue", "According to the formal online education courses in electronic industry processed with a virtual laboratory module and process your electronic industry class, I think it melts the difference between us and our students in formal education course, according to them, allows us to be more active". 25 % of the participants mentioned that school members in electronic industry courses could not experience the complications that experienced in the traditional classroom environment and they could have more effective courses. Relative participants expressed their opinions as follows: “In formal education environment, board was used. While using the board, teachers and students were back to back and there wasn’t communication. Whereas, in online education, teacher using virtual laboratory module could write and see in the same time and students could see what the teacher simultaneously. I thought this relaxed the teacher more”, “In online education environment, our teacher could make more activities and group works. And what he wrote could be seen by everybody. He could see and control immediately. Our learning was more advantageous compared to the environment in formal education”.

The results of the interviews with the participants were matching with the results in the researcher’s observations. It was seen that alternative practices that students tried to do before using virtual laboratory module were time consuming and made the classroom management difficult in terms of school member. Performed observations seemed to support the statements of the participants.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

In many virtual lab studies in the literature, it was realized that opensource based virtual laboratory were used to ease classroom interaction and communication in face-to-face learning environments. In this study, virtual laboratory module, one of the modules was used in online electronic industry course by online students and using the virtual laboratory module in the online electronic industry course was evaluated from the distance students’ perspectives. It was seen that when supporting technologies as virtual laboratory module wasn’t used, students used entirely a different language instead of electronic industry expressions and both students and teachers had ambiguity for these answers. Also it was stated that answering the questions with keyboards that provide only alphabetic and numeric entry caused problems in learning environment.

It was concluded that virtual laboratory module enabled students and faculty members to express themselves electronically more comfortable. It was seen that school member and students could easily transferred and used their own hand writings to digital media with virtual laboratory module in online electronic industry courses, special electric measurement expressions and electronic formula could be easily shared in classical classroom environments. Similarly, [28] indicated that slides could not respond to instantaneous needs in face-to-face. And also, virtual laboratory allowed electronic handwriting while explaining electronic industry content to the students. In another study, attention was drawn to fact that electronic industry content (graphics, shapes, etc.) could be written electronically, and thus it had a positive effect on education and training [29].

It was underlined that before using the virtual laboratory module in online education environment in the study process, students had many problems in participating actively in course. In order to overcome the problem, online education students preferred to share electrical problems in the media by solving them on a paper and scanning them or taking their photos and writing them with a keyboard. In this case, transferring the solution to digital media or overcoming microphone problems caused loss of time and this loss of time distracted the attention and reduced the students’ attention. It was seen that while presenting in face to face classroom environment, if school member stood in front of the projection device, students couldn’t see writings and their attention would distract; in online education environment, simple audible expression or using slides caused loss of time.

Based on the research findings, it can be concluded that by using the virtual laboratory modules in the online education environment can improve the interaction between students and teachers, and are able to provide timely feedback and promote student participation. The results of this study are consistent with the results of research that allows students to answer the questions with their own handwriting and allow teachers to give good feedback for this response [30]. Also in this study, it was concluded that as using virtual laboratory module in online electronic industry course decreased loss of time, prevented distraction and provided active participation, it increased students’ interest to the course. Similarly, in another study, it was concluded that using the relevant technologies made participants active, it increased student motivation [31]. As a result, it can be said that enabling virtual laboratory module to use by online students and online electronic industry teachers is very important to facilitate interaction and learning electronic industry in online electronic industry courses. A training program can be designed for distance students and online electronic industry teachers not to have problems in using virtual laboratory module integrated in online education environment. There are several limitations to the study. First, the findings of the study are based on a total of 32 online students’ perspectives. Second, study process was short time for a qualitative study. For further research, it is necessary to investigate using a virtual lab with other students online in a longer process.
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